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CALCULATION OF PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FROM EXPLOSICNS
IN CONFINED SPACES

1~~~~~~ NTRODUCTION

In a previous report .~
.-l) estimates were made of the post-

detonation pressure ar1d temperature when TNT charges c~~tcr~atc

in a closed chamber at loading densities varying fro: 0.2 to
270 kg/m3.~ An important simplifying assumption wa s th a t
reaction prod~U~ts other than C , CO~ CO~~, H~~, H~O and N~~
could be neglected.~ For TNT this introduces rio serious

N
error as long as the post-detonation temperature remains

below about 2900 K , i.e~ for all loading densities e::ceDt

the range 0.3 to 1.2 kg,~tn
3 , where oxygen balance is near ly

obtained. For explosives with a higher detonation energy

(eg RDX and PETN) this simplification is advisable 0fl17 for

loading ~e~si~ ies ~iell ~bel~~ ~~os~ c~rres,pondi~g to oxyqen
balance.

The objective of the present report is to present a refined
and more general approach to thi~ prohlem , particularly in

the sense that many more explosion products are cons:dered.

2 ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are made :

— The detonation and subsequent afterburning take place in

a closed, rigid and thermally insulated chamber so that
energy loss can be neglected

— The explosion gases can be described by the ideal gas law

— Chemical equilibria will be established within tim time

considered 
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— For C—H-N—O explosives these explosive products are ccn-

sidered : C(s), CO(g), CO~~(g), H~~(g), H20(g), O~~(g), N2 (q),

OH(g), NO(g), H(g), 0(g), NH3(g), CH4 (g). For aluminizec~
explosives ~~~~~

‘ the additionAl nioducts~~~
’Al 2O3(s/l) , A120(q)

AlO(g) , A1202(g) , Al(g)

— The air composition is approximated by 21 per cent (by vclume)

02 and 79 per cent N2

— The initial temperature and pressure are 298 K and 1.013 bar
res~~’ctively

3 CALCULATION PROC EDT7RE

The details of the calculation procedure have been described

elsewhere (2). The main steps are:

a~ Assume preliminary values for p (pressure ) and T (temperature

b) Calculate composition of explosion products from material

balances and chemical equilibria , and also n = total nu~thcr

~of gaseous moles

C) Find L~H (enthalpy change) from enthalpy data for explosives

and products

d) Transfer enthalpy to energy (SE , constant volume) by adding *

the term ~n RT,~..where ~n is the increase of the number of
gaseous moles and R is the gas cons tant

e) Use ~E and cv data (heat capacity at constant volume)

to find T

f) Use gas law to find p from T ar1d n

g) Compare calculated values of p and T with assumed values.
If necessary , assume new values for p and T and repeat
sequence b-g.

The thermochemical data have been taken from ref (3-5).

* This means that use has been made of the convention that
the energy change is positive for an exothermic reaction.
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4 RESULTS

Calculations have been performed for three C-H-N-3 high
explosives:

- TNT C7}35N307

- RDX C3H6N606

- PETN C5H8N4012

and for two commonly used compositions containing aluminium

H—6 (45% RDX , 30% TNT, 20~ Al , 5% wax~
HBX—3 (31% RDX, 29% TNT , 35% Al, 5% wax)

The results (temperature and pressure as funtion of loading

density) for these are shown in figures 4.1 — 4.2. More

detailed results, giving the composition of the explcsic•r.
products, are presented in tables 4.1 — 4.2.

In order to study the effect of aluminium in more detail

calculations were further performed for compositions of
TNT/Al with A1—dontent ranging ~ rom 10 to 40%. The results

are shown in fig~.res 4.3 
— 4.4.

Finally four fuel—air explosives (FAE) were studied :

- Methane CH4 energy content 50.2 kJ/g

— Acetylene C2H2 48.3

— Ethylene oxide C2H40 27.8

- Propane c3H~ 46.5

The results are shown in figures 4.5 - 4.6.

It should be noticed that both temperatures and pressures

are presented as absolute values.
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5 DISCUSSION

5.1 C—H-N-a high explosives

The thermodynamic data used for these explosives are thoughb
to be highly reliable. Also the assumptions made in chapter

2 are fairly realistic for the loading densities considered

here. For higher values of the loading density , resuU ir,g

in pressures of the order of 100 bars or more,  real gas
effects can no longer be neglected .

Experimental data presented by Weibull (6) and by James and

Rowe (7) are in fair agreement with the present results.

Previous calculations (1, 8) have usually neglected various
endothermic reactions , which become increasingly more imnor-
tant for temperatures exceeding about 2500 K:

• • ..  .•.  . • • .

CO2 CO + ½
O2 + H 2~~* 2 OH

02 + N 2+ .2N0

H2~~~ 2H

02 +20

Consequently , energies, temperatures and pressures are over-
estimated. For TNT the simple methods are fairly accurate~
the greatest deviation for the pressure is about 10% in the
range near oxygen balance. For RDX and PETN pressure devi-
ations of 20% or more can easily be obtained when the compo-
sition is estimated by simplified methods.

It has been claimed (ref 8, figure 7) that fair agreement
with experimental data has been obtained by simple methods

at high loading densities for RDX/wax. It seems likely

that this apparent agreement is due to two counteracting

effects,neglect of endothermic reactions and ideal gas assump—
tion.
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5.2 Aluminized high exolosives

The thermodynamic data for the various aluminium oxides
(A1 203, Al20, AlO and A1202) are probably less reliable

than corresponding data for explosion products from C—H-N-O
explosives. For instance, estimates of the boiling point
for A l203 vary from 3250 K (9) to 3770 K (5). Ref (3, 4)

which are the main sources for the present report , do not

contain data for A12O3(l~ for higher temperatures than 3500 K ,
*so for these temperatures extrapolation was necessary .

One should therefore not have the same confidence in the result5
fox aluminized explosives as in the results for C-}~—N—O eks-
plosives. This is particularly true at the highest temperatures

The computer programme does not provide for aluminium in a
cordensed phase as a possible reaction product. This means

that in~th~ sase pfL p~ appreciable negati~Te.ox~jgen balance
calculations have not been carried out below the boiling

point for aluminium , 2767 K.

The comparison of H—6 and HBX—3 is of some interest since

it has been sugg?sted that HBX-3. because of the afterburning

effect might have a greater damagc potential in confined
explosions. Figu re 4.2 shows that the pressure for HBX-3 is

slightly higher than that for H-6 at. loading densities below

0.8 kg/rn3. With increasing loading density the HBX-3 per-

formance rapidly becomes quite inferior. However , this

comparison is not very realistic, since the explosion pro-
ducts of HBX-3 contain an appreciable amount of latent energy

which may become available for mechanical work on expansion

and cooling. A more useful approach would probably be to

compare the Helmholtz free energy after the explosion pro-

ducts have expanded to ambient values of pressure and tempe-
rature. This would then require an estimate of the tempe-

rature at which the chemical equilibria become frozen.

*Algo other Al-compounds , such as A1N, A1H and A14C3, have
been suggested as explosion products. Cook (5), however ,
has shown that none of these can be important.



5.3 Fuel-air exnlosives

Fuel—air explosives are of considerable interest , both from
a military and a civilian point of view .

Figures 4.5 - 4.6 show that rnax.imum pressure and temj-erature

occur at higher concentrations than the stcichiornetric

mixture , particularly for acetylene and ethylene oxide.

It is further noteworthy that methane with the highest energy

content shows the poorest performance in a confined space ,

whereas ethylene oxide with the 3 owest energy content c~i”es
the highest pressure at stoichiometric mixture . This nheno—
menon is of course connected with the o~ygen requirer~ent

for complete combustion , which for methane is more than

twice as high as for ethylene oxide.
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Explo-! Loading density ,
sion j—

0.25 1.00 4.00
oro- —— _____  _____  _____ -— _____  _____

ducts TNT RDX PETN TNT RDX PETN T~T RDX PETN

C — — — — — — 0 .44
i 

— —
CO 0.67 — — 25.10 4.71 2.87 122. 85 36.68 27.85

CO2 7.04 3.37 3.9.5 5.72 8.80 12.95 0.01 17.38 ~~~~~

H2 0.04 — — 4 . 0 0  0. 93 0 .36  43 . 73 10. 17 4 .18

H20 2.55 3.36 3.15 6.55 11.50 11.42 0.03 38.70 41.68

02 2.69 6.75 7.71 0.02 3.11 5.6~ — 2.13 7.61

N2 33.60 35.54 33.80 38.85 44.99 37.80 58.73 84.95 55.70

OH 0.30 0.04 0.02 0.33 1.96 1.60 - 6.67 7.71

NO 0.71 0.28 0.16 0.11 1.64 1.65 — 2.80 3.80

H 0.02 — - 0.60 0.39 0.16 0.38 3.691 l.~~6

O 0.10 — — 0.03 0.56 0.43 - 1.41 1.92

CH4 — — — — — —

— 0.05 — —
NH3 - — - - - - - - -
T, K 2634 1956 1762 2986 3 1D4 2934 2512 3521 3396

p , bar~ 10.45 8.02~~7.l5 20.18 20.25 18.26 47.15_ 59’89L
52~ 98J

Table 4.1 Composition of explosion products (molesjm 3)

at various loading densities, TNT, RDX and PETN
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Explo- Loading density, kg/rn 3
sion

0.4 0.8 1.2 I 1.6
_____ — —  —— 1

ducts H-6 HBX—3 H—6 HBX-3 H-G IHRX-3 H-6 IHBX-3

CO 3.~ 2 4.90 13.22 13.01 21.75 19.98 29.81 26.72

CO2 3.75 1.78 1.90 0.35 0.93 0.06 0.43 0.01

H2 0.53 0.85 3.95 5.20 9.59 11.20 15.97 16.87

H20 3.91 2.46 4.58 1.16 3.35 0.28 1.89 0.03

02 1.44 0.90 0.21 0.02 0.03 — — —
N2 34.99 34.20 38.45 37.07 41.85 

l
39
~~~

2 45.16 42.07

OH 1.10 1.22 1.31 0.52 0.78 0.04 0.32 -

NO 1.07 1.08 0.59 0.22 0.25 0.01 0.08 —

H 0.39 0.93 2.37 4.30 4.45 3.28 5.43 1.25

O 0.49 0.79 0.46 0.25 0.21 0.01 0.06 —

A1203 1.48 2.59 2.95 4.57 4.31 : 4.65 5.31 3.68

A12O — — — 0.25 0.04 1.96 0.29 5.03

AlO — — 0.02 0.16 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.01

A1202 — — ‘ 
— — 

.
— — — —

Al — — 0.01 0.59 0.14 2.27 0.59 3.33

T, K 3186 3448 3529 3756 3624 3438 3593 2978

p,hars j13.64 14.08 19.68 19.70 26.38 122.52 29.91 23.60

Table 4.2 Composition of explosion oroducts (moles/rn 3)

at various loading densities, H-6 and H3X 3

~
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Figure 4.1 Post—detonation temperature for confined explosions 
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Figure 4 .3 Post-detonation temperature for confined explosions 
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Figure 4.4 Post—detonation pressure for confined exolosionr,
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Figure 4.5 Post—detonation temperature for confined explosions
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Figure 4.6 Post-detonation pressure for confined explosions


